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  OPERATION INSTRUCTION

FOREIGN TRADE E-COMMERCE PLATFORM OF SPOT TRANSACTION 



-2-
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Website of e-commerce platform

Website: https://esales.rizhaosteel.com/
 Register: https://esales.rizhaosteel.com/account/loginWm/



-3-永远不要对客户说不，客户需求就是我们的追求！

Auction Time

Every Wednesday    14: 00 - 14:00 the next day
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1. Diagram of Purchase Process
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2.1.1  Log in the screen page for customer’s registration 
          Website:  https://esales.rizhaosteel.com/account/loginWm/

2. Points of Registration and Operation & Points for Attention
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2.1.2 Fill in the content as requested:

2. Points of Registration and Operation & Points for Attention
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2.1.3 After successful registration, customers need to fill in the company name,  registered 
address, shareholder members list, board members list, regular bank information, and then 
submit for verification.(Kindly please notice that purchase cannot be proceeded until 
submission verified)

2. Points of Registration and Operation & Points for Attention
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2.1.4  How to fill in the tab of introducer (salesman) : 
The customer needs to fill in the last six Employee No. of the introducer(salesman), no need to 
enter the letter “R”.(Please notice that the Employee No. for salesman in Rizhao Steel is 
RXXXXXX.)
If wrongly filled, the system will automatically prompt that there is no salesman using this 
Employee No. existing. After filling in correctly, the system will automatically bring out the 
name 
and phone number of the introducer(salesman). Then it can be submitted for approval after 
confirmation.

2. Points of Registration and Operation & Points for Attention
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2.1.4 How to fill in the tab of introducer (salesman) : If the customer misses filling in the 
introducer’s information, it can also be submitted directly for approval. The system will 
automatically pop up the default introducer when submitting and please confirm then.

2. Points of Registration and Operation & Points for Attention
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2.1.4 How to fill in the tab of introducer (salesman) :  After the approval is submitted, the 
corresponding salesman will receive the contact information of the new registered customer 
to contact promptly and do a good job of customer maintenance.

2. Points of Registration and Operation & Points for Attention
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2.1.5 Relevant matters about customer registration and authentication Authentication 
requirements：
     1. For the old customers who have registered in the CRM and ERP system, after finishing the 
customer registration, the administrator shall supplement the corresponding vendor number at 
the time of authentication.

    2. For new customers who have not registered in the CRM and ERP system, the 
corresponding salesmen shall assist customers to complete the registration and synchronization 
of CRM customer information during registration in the platform, and then the corresponding 
vendor number shall be supplemented by the platform administrator at the time of 
authentication.

    3. For old customers who have registered in CRM system but whose customer relationship 
have not been maintained, the synchronization of CRM approval needs to be completed, and 
then the corresponding vendor number shall be supplemented by the platform administrator at 
the time of authentication. 

2. Points of Registration and Operation & Points for Attention
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2.2.1 Retrieve password by clicking “forget account number or password”

2. Points of Registration and Operation & Points for Attention
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2.2.2 Fill in the password recovery interface according to the prompts

2. Points of Registration and Operation & Points for Attention
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2.2.3 Set the new password

2. Points of Registration and Operation & Points for Attention
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2.2.4 Password recovery completed

2. Points of Registration and Operation & Points for Attention
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3. Operation Instruction for Goods Selection and Order Placing 

3.1 Enter the steel bidding area through the home page
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3.1 Enter the steel bidding area through the home page

3. Operation Instruction for Goods Selection and Order Placing 
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3.2  Click to bid, then add the delivery destinations and recommended salesman, 
who is responsible for maintaining the customer relationship in the CRM 
system;

3. Operation Instruction for Goods Selection and Order Placing 
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3.3 Add the delivery destinations and save it, then go to the shopping cart to bid;

3. Operation Instruction for Goods Selection and Order Placing 
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4.4 Please bid within the stipulated countdown time （Five minutes will be 
automatically delayed when another customer bids in the last five minutes）

3. Operation Instruction for Goods Selection and Order Placing 
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3.5 When the bidding time is over, the bidding result will be shown on the 
page. If you win the bidding, the related salesman will contact you to confirm 
the details of the contract; 

3. Operation Instruction for Goods Selection and Order Placing 
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3.6 Bidding Introductions:
      The price you bid should not be lower than the auction reserve price, 
otherwise, you can not see the current highest bidding price.
      If multiple customers ultimately bid the same price for the same items, the 
customer who firstly offer the price will win the bidding, according to the 
sequence of bidding time.Please refer to the examples on the next page

3. Operation Instruction for Goods Selection and Order Placing 
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4.7 Bidding Introductions:  Examples
E,g. for the same item, when the customer A bids 4388USD/MT , the highest 
price is showed in my bidding list;

3. Operation Instruction for Goods Selection and Order Placing 
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4.7 Bidding Introductions:  Examples

When customer B subsequently also bids 4383USD/MT for this item, it will be 
shown “The bidding price could not be lower than 4393USD/MT” in my 
bidding list , the customer B should continue to increase the price in order that 
B want to win the bidding.

3. Operation Instruction for Goods Selection and Order Placing 
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4.8 Bidding Result Publicity
     When the bidding session is over, you can check the bidding results in the 
purchasing history, and the related salesman will contact you to confirm the 
details of the contract asap.

3. Operation Instruction for Goods Selection and Order Placing 
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4. Questions and Contact

During the operation of the platform, please contact the person as  follows:
   
            Liu bo
            liubo@steelking.net.cn
            +86 18263301525

Friendly Reminder:
The current platform has certain compatibility requirements for browsers. It is 
recommended to use Firefox, Chrome, IE9 and above, 360 and other browsers. 
As for the operating system, win7 and above is recommended.
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Foreign trade office and related contacts:

4. Questions and Contact


